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• Norway has a large number of registers of individuals established 

for administrative or statistical purposes. 

• Examples of such registers: 

– The Central Population Register (CPR, administrative) 

– National Database of Educations (NUDB, statistical) 

– Registers for administration of the social security, welfare 

system, pensions and retirements, taxation etc. 

– Many others 

• These registers are being merged by a unique person 

identification number to event history data bases that are 

updated every year.  

• Demand for such data is high. Researchers want safe 

access without time consuming bureaucracy. 

 

 

The Situation in Norway 
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• A few highly trusted researchers get access to some of 

these registers at their own premises (a weak point). 

• Other researchers in approved institutions can apply for 

access to selected data for specific projects. 

• The application procedure is cumbersome and time 

consuming. 

• Permissions from the Norwegian Data Protection Authority 

and Statistics Norway, in some cases other register owners, 

are needed 

• Research based on register data has shown a high pay off. 

We wish to extend their use to a wider range of researchers 

than those who have access today. 

 

Research access today 
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1. Remote Analysis server with event history data 

2. Micro data are invisible (Anonymous User interface) 

– Only statistical output should be visible. 

– Metadata should be public domain 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. A way to get around legal procedures for access. 

– Simpler and cheaper(?) access for more researchers. 

4. Requirement: Safe (enough) statistical output. 

 

 

RAIRD 

Metadata 
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• Sweden offers similar microdata through the LISA database 

and the MONA-system (Microdata Online Access). 

• Statistics Denmark offers microdata for researchers through 

its Research Services. 

• Both countries provide access from researchers desks. 

• In both countries microdata are visible on the screen. 

• In Norway: To make register data accessible with RA 

without the extensive application process, microdata must 

be invisible (AUI). 

• AUI shifts the DC focus from microdata record disclosure to 

the statistical output. 

 

Comparison to neighbour countries 
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The RAIRD information model 
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• The system should serve the medium and less 

sophisticated researchers (low/medium access 

level) 

• PhD and master students should be allowed 

access. 

• The ambition is to develop the system to satisfy 

more and more advanced users. 

• We want to provide access directly to users desks, 

not through Safe Centres. 

 

Target Groups 
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• NSD is working on a prototype for an AUI solution. 

• With AUI we cannot use any standard software. 

• Basic software: Python programming environment 

(SciPy, NumPy, Pandas, Statsmodels) 

• We establish a STATA-like command interface. 

 

 

 

 

 

Prototype 

>> import HOVED 2002-01-01 to 2010-12-31 as jobseeker 

  Imported jobseeker 

  8368 values imported 

  0 missing generated 

>>drop if jobseeker !=1 

  5627 units were removed from the data set. 

>> 
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• With AUI disclosure risk will be associated with the 

statistical output only, not with micro data themselves. 

• In general: We consider disclosure attacks that can be 

considered realistic scenarios. 

• Tabular output: Zeroes, Small counts, group disclosure. 

• Aggregations: Dominance   

• Differencing is a challenge for tabular output. 

• Graphical output 

– Scatter plots, residual plots, boxplots 

– Can be fixed with existing software.   

 

Risks associated with RAIRD - 1 
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• Regressions:  
– High leverage points. 

– Cross product matrices  

• We miss studies of disclosure risks for event 

history settings, but believe that scenarios for cross 

sectional data still apply. 

• Inferential attacks are not seen as very likely. 

 

Risks associated with RAIRD - 2 
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•do not distort the microdata (no inconsisten-

cies) 

•provide useful analysis and statistical output  

•avoid costly manual output control. 

•embrace as many statistical methods as 

possible. 

–We have to start with the most basic. 

 

We want solutions that 
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• User authorisation 
– Different access levels for different researchers.  

• Strict access control. 

• Logging of all activity on the system. 
– All activity can be reproduced 

– Store logs as data that can be routinely analysed with RAIRD itself. 

• Censoring tables or analysis with 
– too few observations (e.g. 20) 

– too few obs. per cell or estimated parameter in average (e.g.10) 

– too sparse tables 

 

 

 

Dealing with risk 1 
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• Drop observations at random to imped differensiation 

(Sparks et al. (2008)) 

• Automatic output control. 

– Add noise to results on the fly. 

– Noise fixed for repeated runs of the same output. 

– We are inspired by the Australian Data Analyser. 

• Focus on robust statistical methods. 

– Reduces the effect of high leverages. 

• Hexbin plots, modified boxplots 

• Possibly: Adding noise to estimating equations  

– Chipperfield & O’Keefe (2014) 

 

 

Dealing with risk 2 
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• RA with AUI will be a way to get around legal obstacles for 

access to register micro data in Norway. 

– Easier access for more researchers 

• The practice of giving access at own premises should seize. 

• RAIRD will take micro data safety to a new level in Norway. 

 

 

 

 

Compared to the present situation 
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• Positive to remote access as such 

– Need not have the responsibility for storing confidential data safely 

at their own premises. 

– As far as they can do what they have been able to do until now. 

– Appreciate less bureaucracy for access. 

• Reluctant to Anonymous User Interface 

– They are used to be able to see microdata. 

– We mean that is a question of habit and culture.  

• They have their spikes out when they hear the word “noise”. 

– They believe we mean noise on micro data. 

 

 

 

 

Researchers attitudes 
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• We must build RAIRD bottom-up, not top-down. 

• Start with access to the less advanced researchers 

(master and PhD students) with safe output for the 

more basic methods. 

• Implement higher access levels with more 

advanced methods with less disclosure control for 

the more advanced and trusted researchers.  

 

 

 

Conclusion – Short run 
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• Implement disclosure control methods with safe output 

for more advanced statistical methods. 

• Win advanced researchers’ confidence in the system 

and its disclosure control methods. 

• We hope the RAIRD technology once will be estab-

lished as the standard for all access to statistical 

microdata in Norway. 

Conclusion – Long run 


